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Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from Jumanji
This is Peter and Judy. Their Mom and Dad went out. They need to keep the house clean.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Peter and Judy are bored. They decide to go to the park. They find a "Jungle Adventure Game", Jumanji. Peter and Judy take the game home to play.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Judy reads the directions:

1. Roll the dice.

2. Move game piece on path through the jungle.

3. First to reach the end and yell Jumanji wins.

4. Very important, you must finish the game.
Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, "lion attacks". Then, Peter sees a real lion on the piano, licking his lips!
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
The lion roars and chases Peter upstairs. Peter is scared and hides under the bed. Peter does not want to play anymore. Judy says, "Remember the rules! We must finish the game!"
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Judy and Peter go downstairs. Judy rolls the dice and moves her piece. "Monkeys steal food".

Then Judy sees monkeys making a mess in the kitchen! Peter says, "This mess will make Mom and Dad mad."
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, "storm season begins." Then it starts to rain inside the house.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Judy rolls the dice and moves her piece, "Rhinoceros stampeed." Then rhinos run through the living room and break all the furniture.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, "Snake sneaks into camp". Then, Peter and Judy see a snake on the fireplace! Judy is very scared.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Peter rolls the dice again, "Volcano erupts!" Then, the room shakes and steam comes out of the fireplace!

Peter counts the spaces that are left on the board.

Peter says, "We need to finish this game! "Judy,

roll a twelve so you can win!"
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Judy rolls the dice and gets twelve. She moves her piece and yells, "Jumanji!" Peter and Judy look around. The lion, monkeys, rain, rhinos, snake, and the volcano are all gone. Peter and Judy quickly take the game back to the park.
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Mom and Dad come home. Mom asks, "What have you been doing?" Peter and Judy tell Mom about the "Jumanji" game and their jungle adventure. Mom laughs and says, "I think you both had a bad dream".
Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg from *Jumanji*
Peter and Judy go back into the living room.

They look out the window. They see two boys carrying the "Jumanji" game. It was not a dream.
Page 1:

This is Peter and Judy. Their Mom and Dad went out. They need to keep the house clean.

*Object: Boy and Girl Figure*

Page 2:

Peter and Judy are bored. They decide to go to the park. They find a “Jungle Adventure Game” called “Jumanji”. Peter and Judy take the game home to play.

*Object: Game board*

Page 3:

Judy reads the directions: 1) Roll the dice

2) Move game piece on path through the jungle.

3) First player to reach the end and yell “Jumanji” wins.

4) Very important, you must finish the game!

*Object: Dice and Game Pieces*
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Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, “Lion attacks”. Then Peter sees a real lion laying on the piano, licking his lips!

*Object: Lion Figure*
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The lion roars and chases Peter upstairs. Peter is scared and hides under the bed. Peter does not want to play anymore. Judy says, “Remember the rules! We must finish the game!”

*Object: sheet*
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Judy and Peter go back downstairs. Judy rolls the dice and moves her piece, “Monkeys steal food”. Then Judy sees monkeys making a mess in the kitchen! Peter says, “This mess will make Mom and Dad mad!”

*Object: real banana*
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Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, “Storm season begins”. Then it starts to rain inside the house!

*Object: container of water and eye dropper*
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Judy rolls the dice and moves her piece, “Rhinoceros stamped”. Then rhinos run through the living room and crush the furniture!

*Object: Rhino Figure*
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Peter rolls the dice and moves his piece, “Snake sneaks into camp”. Then Peter and Judy see a real snake on the fireplace! Judy is very scared.

*Object: Toy Snake*
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Peter rolls the dice again, “Volcano erupts.” Then the room shakes and steam comes out of the fireplace! Peter counts the spaces that are left on the board. Peter says, “We need to finish this game! Judy, roll a 12 so you can win!”

Object: Dice
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Judy rolls the dice and gets 12. She moves her piece and yells, “Jumanji!” Peter and Judy look around. The lion, the monkeys, the rain, the rhinos, the snake, and the volcano are all gone. Peter and Judy quickly take the game back to the park.

Object: real leaf

Page 12:

Mom and Dad come home. Mom asks, “What have you been doing?” Peter and Judy tell Mom about the “Jumanji” game and their jungle adventure. Mom laughs and says, “I think you both had a bad dream”.

Object: Pillow
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Peter and Judy go back into the living room. They look out the window. They see two boys carrying the “Jumanji” game. It was not a dream!

Object: Game board